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About This Game

An incredible single-player experience

You’re hired to hack into the most secure database on the planet by a client with big money and mysterious motives. Uncover
the mystery as you progress deeper into the system’s core in this amazingly clever puzzle platformer.

Polarity is made exclusively for experienced gamers. You’ll need clever wits and fast reflexes to beat the system’s security and
reach the world-changing prize buried deep inside.

Full-featured co-op campaign

Polarity also features a separate two-player local coop campaign, which supports both gamepads and mouse & keyboard.

“15 co-op campaign levels were created just for multi play, and they're just as satisfying as the solo content.”
-Co-optimus.com

Finally, there’s a kinetic 2 player versus mode that leverages Polarity’s core mechanics.

“It's a bit like goalie vs. goalie soccer, but it's a riot. Gather the friends together, let's toss the ole cube around.”
-Co-optimus.com
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A fun competition game for anyone and everyone anytime. Game is fine,but the lack of save point or quick save ruin my
interests on this game. I am good stealth player and I enjoy playing stealth game. But when I play this game, I always get into a
situation dat I made a small mistake and to make a perfect stealth, I have to go through the mission again from the very starting
point. This is just annoying and boring. Because of this I cant recommand this game.. I am either missing something incredibly
simple or am completely mind boggled that something so simple isn't included in a $40 purchase of a graphic design based
product. Is there no way to change the font? This basic font really takes away from being able to generate a quality customized
card. If there is no way to change the font I am going to request a refund on this product. It seems incomprehensible that such a
simple tool isn't offered here at cost, when it comes free with multiple programs that come with any computer. Am I missing a
simple step or is this really something not included???. Fast game = fast review ;)

GOOD GAME! :)

Clustertruck is a really funny game, regardless unfair publisher's policy that forced people like me to buy Clustertruck only to be
able to play pre-alpha TOTALLY ACCURATE BATTLE SIMULATOR :D:D
. A lot of the reviews are using the word 'creepy'. Yep.. The only problem is that you cant save the game and if you exit you
need to restart.. Wow this game is more interesting then I first originally thought. It has complex story but, in a way it's a good
thing and adds to the player wanting to know more. I not sure what I was expecting when I first saw this game and to be honest I
wasn't planning on even buying this game. I saw it in the "upcoming" tab on the game page and I looked over it and wasn't that
interested. As to why I brought this game I'm not sure but, it's cheap and it's well worth a shot for horror fans out there. Plus
with several endings to hunt for, this game will keep you on your toes wanting to know more. I've only experienced three
endings and I still have many more to find. Also this game has a great uneasy atmosphere.. Good Metroidvania with some flaws,
e.g. poor dialogues, weak UI, no manual\/help, and could be confusing in some sections. At first I thought this is a metroidvania
without map system because there is no map button in settings menu, then I pressed the TAB in game and map appeared. I know
this is an indie game which seems developed by a small team but writing a basic manual or having a FAQ thread on community
hub is not a big deal. Also if there will be a sequel, then it needs a better level up system. While increasing your Critical Damage
(+4), HP and MP are very helpful (+20), upgrading the others feel lame in my opinion. But the good thing is it seems there is no
level cap in this game.

If you like Metroidvanias and 2D side-scrolling gameplay, then add to Metamorfose S. This game has a Igavania (Castlevania
Symphony of the Night-style) vibe.

100% completion in 10-20 hours. Could be hard for some players but its difficulty is fair. All achievements work like a charm.
Worth the price? Yes

Note
No Steam Trading Cards. STC feature claim on store page is false.
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This game gives me Vietnam flashbacks. The best file explorer for Windows in 2018. NEPGYAAAAAAAA. no one is playing
this game. this is the best car pack to get for your first set the cars are easier to drive than the super cars are but still pack a
punch good to learn to walk before you run. I have all the packs available but I still go back to the mustangs in this set because
the are fun to drive highly recomd that you start here.
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